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Now in its fourth edition, this successful introduction to international marketing has been
thoroughly revised, updated and developed throughout to reflect the most recent developments
in today’s dynamic business environment. Contemporary, engaging and accessible,
International Marketing is essential reading for the aspiring practitioner.You will discover:•The
importance of international marketing to creating growth and value•The management practices
of companies, large and small, seeking market opportunities outside their home country•Why
international marketing management strategies should be viewed from a global perspective•The
role of emerging economies in today’s business environment•The impact of increased
competition, changing market structures, and differing cultures upon businessKey Features:• An
extensive collection of in-depth Case Studies focus upon a diverse range of companies from
around the world and are designed to apply understanding and provoke debate.•‘Going
International’ vignettes go beyond the theory and demonstrate international marketing in real life
with contemporary and engaging examples.•Further Reading sections have been designed to
reflect both the most influential and the most recent studies relating to each chapter acting as a
spring board to further study•Key Terms are highlighted where they first appear and define in the
margin for ease of reference to aid understanding. A full Glossary is also provided at the end of
the book and online.•A new chapter in response to reviewer feedback dedicated to International
Segmentation and Positioning.Professor Pervez Ghauri teaches International Marketing and
International Business at King’s College London. He has been Editor-in-Chief of International
Business Review since 1992 and editor (Europe) for the Journal of World Business, since 2008.

About the AuthorSteve Hawk is a journalist and lifelong wave-rider. He lives near Half Moon Bay,
California.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great!. A very intresteing book With real work wide examples. Easy to
follow and comprehend.”

G., “Great book. Bought ir for uni, have used for several modules. Easy to read, great book
overall”

Jacopo agostinone, “Good book. Amazing book for international marketing, easy to read and
follow”

One in Ten, “Excellent high level resource!. Brilliant book and just ideal for the Global Marketing
Strategy unit on an MBA course I will be teaching from January.”

twix, “Marketing text. book. good as new and arrived on time”

Estherdm, “happy with it. Arrived fast, I need it for my course so exactly what I expected, happy
with it!!”

The book by Walter Iooss has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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